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(I) UGANDA 

BY D. PASTEUR 

EW climbs on the Ruwenzori are few and far bet\.veen, and 
indeed there are not really many worth-while possibilities left. 
Most parties do not have time to do more than climb the main 

peaks by the normal routes. Until the problematical North and West 
faces of Mt. Baker are climbed, it seems that there is not going to be 
much to report. 

These two faces are the major remaining problems in the range. 
No one has yet got off the ground on the West face. The upper reaches 
would · provide some fine climbing, ~ut the bottom of the face is, for 
part of its length, vertical, and for the rest consists of steep moss-covered 
slabs. It seems that the only possible route is via these treacherous slabs, 
\vhich might even be best tackled in crampons. 

In July, 1963, an R.A.F. party from Nairobi became the first party 
to get any significant distance up the North face on a route leading direct 
to the summit. Shipton and Tilman in 1932 are the only party to have 
climbed on this face, but their route was some way further east. The 
direct route up the North face \vould have to find a way up the massive 
I ,soo ft. buttresses and gullies culminating in the high point on the 
summit ridge where the East and North-west ridges join. This specta
cular sight dominates the Bu juku valley, and is the first thing one sees 
from the hut; but it remains unclimbed. 

The R.A.F . party are believed to have climbed about half way up the 
face, but had to retreat when one member of the party was struck by 
a stone. I have been unable to get any description of the route which 
was followed, but further efforts will be made, as this valuable piece of 
pioneering could lead to further attempts on the face. 

For a long time we have not known in Uganda whether it was possible 
to climb the Ruwenzori from the Congo side, and whether the huts and 
paths have been maintained since independence. So it \Vas encouraging 
to get up-to-date news from a member of the Mountain Club of Uganda 
who made an ascent from that side in January, 1964. He was able to 
organise his trip through the National Parks authorities at Mutwanga, 
and guides and porters were available at reasonable cost. The path was 
fair, but his most glowing reports were of the huts which appear still to 
be maintained in their pre-independence state with foam rubber mat
tresses and oil-fired stoves, which are luxuries not found on the Uganda 
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side. The old restrictions on climbing above the snow line without per
mission still applied, but he understood permission could readily be 
obtained for parties of experienced climbers. 

The Ugandan membership of the Mountain Club of Uganda is 
steadily increasing, and there is increasing support for rock-climbing 
meets in the Kampala area, and for school and college expeditions to 
Mt. Elgon and the Ruwenzori. The Club is very proud that one of its 
Ugandan members, Mr. T. B. Bazarrabusa, M.B.E., has recently been 
elected a member of the Alpine Club . 
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(2) KENYA AND TANGANYIKA 

BY R. A. CAUKWELL 

The big climbing event of the year in Kenya has been the solving of the 
two' last great problems' on Mt. Kenya within a few days of one another. 
B. Cliff and D. Rutovitz ascended the North-east Pillar of Nelion on 
August 2- 4 last year, and this pair then stood down to allow a visiting 
Austrian party, led by Erwin Schneider, to have first crack at the East 

· face of Nelion. Whereupon H. Klier and S. Aeberli invited Cliff to join 
them, and the trio made the ascent of this magnificent I ,zoo ft. face on 
August 7, I963. The routes have been graded V sup. with Az, and VI 
with A 3, respectively; and when considering this it should not be . 
forgotten that both climbs start a little higher than the summit of Mont 
Blanc. The North-east Pillar is the subject of an article elsewhere in this 
issue, and the East face route is briefly described under 'Expeditions'. 
Between them these two ascents complete the tally of the principal ridges 
and faces of both Batian and Nelion, although they by no means finish 
the prospects for first ascents on Mt. Kenya. 

The main achievement for the lVIountain Club of I{enya during the 
year has undoubtedly been the publication of the second edition of the 
Guide Book to Mount Ken_ya and Kilimanjaro, reviewed in A .J. 69. I6r. 
The book is now printed, and is a considerably enlarged and revised 
edition of the original duplicated version. Publication. was held up 
sufficiently to allow the inclusion of the two new routes on N elion, and 
the guide went on sale in February this year. 

Another event of note occurred in March, I 964, when R. Baillie and 
T. Phillips made the Grand Traverse of Mt. Kenya, an expedition that a 
number of people have had an eye on for some years. All the individual 
sections of the route have been done before, but the great length and the 
fact that part of the route will be out of season, no matter what time of 
year it is attempted, have defeated earlier parties. Starting at the foot of 
the South ridge of Pt. Piggott, the route goes over Piggott (r6,265 ft.) 
and down to the Firmin Col (I 5,900 ft. ), up the West ridge (the third 
ascent) to Batian (r7,o58 ft.), across the Gate of the Mists to Nelion 
(17,022 ft.) and then down the entire length of the South-east ridge to 
Pt. John ( r 6,ozo ft. ). This involved two bivouacs, the first on the Firmin 
Col and the second on the summit of Batian, that is at the bottom and 
top of the West ridge, which the party found in unpleasantly iced con
dition, as it is normally a July/September season route. It remains for 
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some dotter of' i's' and crosser of' t's' to add lVIidget Peak to this Grand 
Traverse! 

Baillie and Phillips made another high standard route by the ascent of 
the almost featureless, red rock wall that forms the North face of Pt. 
John. This is classified as VI with A3, and can reasonably be expected to 
be dry in any season, since to the normal eye it overhangs from bottom 
to top. 

The same energetic pair also carried up and erected a small aluminium 
shelter on the South-east ridge of Nelion just below Mackinder's gen
darme. The original materials for this hut disappeared without trace 
at the time of the air-dropping of the Teleki and Kami huts in December, 
I 962, and have had to be entirely replaced. The shelter now provides a 
safe fixed bivouac which should effectively deter late parties from 
attempting, in darkness, the tricky descent of the South-east face of 
Nelion. It is on this relatively simple face that five fatal accidents have 
occurred, four of them to benighted parties. 

During the year there have been climbing parties on Mt. Kenya from 
Japan, Austria, Britain, Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Aden and France. 
This latter was a very large party from the Lyons Section of the C.A.F. 

The Japanese party kept a three-hourly log of weather observations 
during their fortnight at Kami hut, a commendable undertaking. If 
more parties would follow this practice it might be possible to establish 
whether or not there is a pattern to the weather during the now much 
more utilised July /September season. o amount of observation from 
N anyuki or yeri is of any use for this purpose, as the weather above 
about 14,ooo ft. is frequently the private affair of a very limited area 
around the immediate vicinity of the peaks themselves, cut off even 
from the moorlands by a layer of cloud. 

I have received little news of mountain events in Tanganyika. The 
Kilimanjaro Mountain Club has erected a new hut next to the old Peter's 
hut, to try to cope with the increase in the flow of tourists up Kibo, mainly 
accounted for by ever larger school parties. A new track has been 
developed from M weka, above Moshi, to give direct access to The Saddle. 
The Umbwe route, on which Club members had expended a great deal 
of energy, is now very difficult, and is not recommended to people who 
do not already know it well. A disastrous forest fire swept across the 
southern slopes of Kilimanjaro during October last year, destroying a 
vast area of forest. The route markers in the forest, and the first bivouac, 
have been destroyed, and the scenic beauty of the route ruined. Further 
difficulties will follow when the dense secondary growth of vegetation 
that takes over after such a forest fire has obliterated the track. 

A second ascent of the Decken glacier route on the south side of I{ibo 
has been made by Ante Mahota, solo. The first ascent was twenty-six 
years ago. No details of the ascent are known at the time of writing . 
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Record breaking has begun to infiltrate East Africa, and the time for 
the ascent of Kilimanjaro from the Outward Bound Mountain School at 
Loitokitok to the summit of Kibo and back, has now been reduced to 
13 hourszominutes. Thereisamatteroftwentymilesandsome I4,oooft. 
between the school and the summit. 

The acquisition of a Jaguar sports car has also given Cliff some ideas 
along these lines, and he and Baillie went from the summit of Kibo to the 
summit of Mt. Kenya in under twenty-four hours. On East African roads 
the 280 miles between the peaks provided the bulk of the excitement. 

The I / so,ooo scale (approximately I! inches to the mile) topographical 
map of the peak area of Kilimanjaro has recently been published, and 
will spoil a good many stories of the interminable mileages between huts . 
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